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INTRODUCTION 
The first general results in the study of the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem 
for partial differential equations with coefficients which are not necessarily 
analytic were given by Calderon [l] and Hijrmander [6]. Using the theory of 
singular integral operators Calderon proved uniqueness theorems for partial 
differential operators with simple characteristics. He [2] later extended the results 
to hold for operators whose real characteristics are simple, nonreal characteristics 
are at most double, characteristics never cross each other, and real characteristics 
never become complex. This last condition is modified by Kumano-go [9] and 
Nirenberg [12], both allowing the real characteristics to become complex under 
certain circumstances. In this paper, we shall give another proof of Nirenberg’s 
extension of Calderon’s theorem. Then we shall prove uniqueness if the multi- 
plicity of the real characteristics (which may turn complex in a certain way) 
is greater than one, or the multiplicity of the nonreal characteristics is greater 
than two. We will do this by putting a condition on the lower-order terms. In 
both cases, we require the multiplicity to be constant. 
Notation 
1 
First, recall the problem. 
LetP(x,t,D,,D,)=P,+P,-,+-..b e a linear partial differential operator 
of order m and the Pi be homogeneous of order i in (x, t) 
x = (Xl ,..., Xn) E w, tEw. 
Let P,(x, t, 5, T) be the leading symbol of P where 5 = (<i ,..., E,) E Rn and 
7-EW. 
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Assume that the hyperplane t = 0 is not characteristic at the origin, i.e., 
P,(O, 0, 0, 1) # 0. The Cauchy problem is to find a solution w of Pv = f in a 
neighborhood of t = 0 with given (say homogeneous) Cauchy data on the plane 
t = 0: D,jv It+, = 0,j = 0, I,..., m - 1. 
For an n-tuple 01 = (o(i ,..., a,) of nonnegative integers, we write 
I a / = a1 + ... + a, 
xa = x”ll . . . x; 
D, =+a,, D, = fD$. 
L,y is the class of pseudodifferential operators of order y in the x variables. 
See Kohn and Nirenberg [8] and Friedrichs [5] for more details. 
By fir, r any nonnegative integer, we mean an arbitrary homogeneous operator 
of order r, which is a partial differential operator in t and a pseudodifferential 
operator in x. 
Dm = Clal=, Da; 
(u, v) is the L, scalar product of II and v; 
11 u j/ is the corresponding L, norm of u; 
111 u Ill2 = J; 11 u /I2 e-+ dt w h ere 11 . II is the L2 norm in the x variables; 
H, is the Hilbert space with norm 11 u 11; = j (1 + 1 5 la)81 u’(E)12 ds where C 
is the Fourier transform of u; 
8’ is the space of distributions with compact support. 
Since t = 0 is noncharacteristic at the origin with respect to P we may assume 
that the coefficient of Dtm in Pm is 1. 
It is convenient to make a local transformation of variable so that the surface 
t = 0 becomes transformed to a convex surface S: t = 8 Cy-, (xJ2 where 6 > 0 
is constant. The conditions that we will require will depend on the roots 7 of 
P,(x, t, 5, T) in these new variables. It is clear from the proof that in these new 
variables the operator P need not be a partial differential operator; it may be an 
operator of the form 
P(x, t, D, , Dt) = Dtrn + f Rj(x, t, D,) 07-j 
j=l 
where the Ri are pseudodifferential operators in the x variable of orderj, varying 
smoothly in t. 
2 
We shall now describe the conditions which will be sufficient for the solution 
of the Cauchy problem. 
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The underlying assumption throughout this paper is that the multiplicity of 
the characteristics is constant: if P,,, is the principal symbol of P and if 7r , ~a 
are distinct zeros of P,(x, t, f, T) = 0 on 1 f ) = 1, then j or - ~a ( > E, where E 
is a fixed positive number independent of x, t, and 5. 
The first condition deals with the characteristic roots hi(x, t, [) of Pm . 
We allow hi(x, t, 5) to belong to the following classes: 
Class (A): for t > 0 and / .$ 1 = 1, hj = aj + ib, satisfies for all (x, t, E), 
0 < t < T, for some fixed T which will be designated later, one of the following: 
- ajs,bj, ). 
k=l 
k k 
Here E is a fixed positive constant. 
Class (B): hj(x, t, 5) is nonreal for all (x, t, [), 0 < t < T and j 5 1 = 1. 
Hence we deal with operators P whose principal symbol Pm can be written in 
the form 
P, = L7(, - x,p I7(T - x,p 
with hi E class (A), xi E class (B) and all are pairwise disjoint. 
Notation 
Let ai = D, - &(x, t, D,). Then we say that ai E (A) and ai E (B) respectively 
if hi(x, t, 5) belongs to class (A) and class (B) respectively. 
When the multiplicity of the characteristics belonging to class (A) is greater 
than one and the multiplicity of the nonreal characteristics is greater than two, 
we will require the following condition on the lower order terms. 
Suppose Pm is the leading part of 17, = liV~~l7a”qi where Ei = Dt - 
X$(x, t, D,) E (A) and Ji = D, - &(x, t, D,) E(B). Rewrite P as follows: 
P = I&,, + Pk-l + PAm2 . . . where Pkej is an operator of order m - j (not 
necessarily homogeneous). Then Pkwi is to satisfy: 
CC) 
with the convention 
ri--jzO when ri--j<O 
si - 2j= 0 when si - 2j < 0 
4 = max{ri , [(si + 1)/4). 
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3 
The main results of this paper are: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose t = 0 is noncharacteristic at the origin with respect to 
p = pnl + pn+1-b ‘. . with characteristic having constant multiplicity where P,,, = 
leading part of lTa~tIT&, ai E (A) and a”, E (B), and ri < 1 and si < 2. 
Then, if u E H:,$(s2’) with Q’ = ((x, t), 0 ,< t < T, 1 x 1 < r> such that 
u=Ofort<Oand~~x//>randPu~Ofort<T,thenu~Ofort<T. 
Y, T are some su&iently small numbers which are fixed. 
In the case where ri > 1 or si > 2, we have 
THEOREM 2. Suppose t = 0 is noncharacteristic at the origin with respect to 
the operator P = PM + Pm-I + . . . with characteristics having constant multiplicity 
where P, = the leading part of IIa;lLr&, ai E (A) and Ji E (B). Suppose also that 
P satisfies condition (C), 
then, if u E Ht$(SZ’) where 9’ = (x, t): {O < t < T, j x / < r> 
suchthatu~Ofort<OandIIxII>randPu=Ofort<Tthenu=Ofor 
t < T. r, T are some su@iently small numbers which are$xed. 
The essential tool in uniqueness proofs to date has been a weighted L, in- 
equality analogous to an L, inequality used by Carleman [3]. For r < 1, s < 2, 
our version of Carleman’s inequality is given by 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, then there is a 
constant C independent of u such that for F, T, K-1 su$iciently small, the following 
inequality holds: 
( K 1 c l + KT2 ~a~~?n-l III D”u l!12 < C Ill Pu /II2 for 24 E c,yq, (3.1) 
where Q = {(x, t): 1 x / < F, 0 < t < T}. 
Similarly, for t > 1 or s > 2, we have 
THEOREM 4. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisf;ed. Then there 
is a constant C independent of u such that for r”, T, K-l ss.@ciently small, the 
following inequality holds: 
( K q > c ’ t- KT2 IcxiQ-q Ill D”u l/l2 < C Ill PZJ /II2 for u E COm(12), (3.2) 
where $2 = {(x, t): j x : < i, 0 < t < T}. 
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We will first show how the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 follow from Theorems 3 
and 4. 
Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Assuming that Theorems 3 and 4 are true, 
the following inequality holds: 
i 
K q 
> 1 l fKT2 ~a~gn-cl 
Ill D”U /II2 ,< C III Pu lli2 for u E Corn(P). 
(In Theorem 1, Q = 1.) 
This implies that 
( K qT IS 1+KT2 ,, 11 u 112 eK(t-T)’ dt < C s T Ij Pu ]I2 eK(t-T)2 dt for u E C,m(sZ’). 0 
(3.3) 
It is clear that (3.1) must also be valid for all u E b’(Q) n El(,) since such 
functions u can be approximated in H(,) by functions in Com(sZ’) with supports in 
a fixed bounded set. Fix TI and T, such that 0 < T2 < TI < T and let c(t) be a 
nonnegative C* function defined in t > 0 such that t(t) = 1 for t < TI and 
I;(t) = 0 for t > T. If z, is the solution of Pv = 0, then for T small we may apply 
(3.3) to ZJ = TV and infer that 
s Tl (I a jj2 eK(t-T)2 dt < left-hand side of (3.1) 0 
-GC Eli 2 eK(t-T)2 & 
< C’ 
where C’ is a constant depending on T, which we keep fixed, but independent of 
K. Thus, in particular, 
eKCT-T,,z 1” 11 w (I2 dt < JOT2 II YI /I2 eK(t--T)’ dt 
0 
< C’ K 
1 +KT2 
-’ TeK(T-Tl)* 
Letting K -+ co, we see this is impossible unless v = 0 for t < T2 , where 
T, < T can be chosen arbitrarily. Hence the theorem is proved. 
Before we proceed with the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, there are several 
remarks on the conditions posed in Theorems 1 and 2 that are worth noting. 
Remark 1. The condition that the characteristic roots belong either to class 
(A) or class (B) is found in Nirenberg [12]. Some kind of condition such as this 
which restricts the manner in which real roots can become complex seems to be 
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needed for the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem. Theorem 8.9.2 in Hiirmander 
[7] contains an example in R2 of the form 
g + ia@, t) g = 0 with v z 0 for t < 0 
but v + 0 in any neighborhood of the origin; the function is a real Cm function 
which changes sign infinitely often near the origin. 
A condition similar to that found in class (A) (ii) is given by Hiirmander [7]. 
He describes the operators which satisfy this condition as principally normal. 
This condition is extended by Menikoff [ll]. Another condition similar to (ii) 
is given by Kumano-go [9]. 
Remark 2. If r > 1 or s > 2, some conditions on the lower-order terms of 
the sort presented in condition (C) seem to be necessary for the uniqueness of 
the Cauchy problem. Examples of nonuniqueness have been given by Cohen 
[4] in this case. 
Another example of nonuniqueness is given by Plis [13]. He presents a smooth 
elliptic equation with characteristics of multiplicity at least 4 which have a non- 
unique solution to the Cauchy problem. Interestingly, Watanabe [14] shows that 
certain fairly general elliptic operators with triple characteristic roots whose 
lower-order terms have Lips&its continuous coefficients do give uniqueness 
in the Cauchy problem. Both Plfs and Watanabe deal with constant multiplicity. 
Although these examples show that some conditions on the lower order terms 
are necessary for uniqueness to hold, it is still unclear what conditions are best. 
Matsumoto [lo] has presented conditions on lower-order terms for operators 
with multiple characteristic roots which are substantially different from the ones 
presented in this paper. In a future paper I will present a condition which 
combines in some way both the conditions presented in Matsumoto and the 
conditions in this paper. 
4. TECHNICAL LEMMAS 
Before we prove Theorems 3 and 4, we need the following technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. Ifs = a? a? -.. a2 is of order m, (i.e., & mi = m) with the 
ai pairwise unequal and s a permutation of s, then 
s - s = h,-, + h,-, + -0. 
(4.2) 
where di denotes those operators ai which belong to (A) and 8i those belonging to (B). 
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Proof. It suffices to carry out the proof for the special permutation 
s = a? . . . p-laiaja~-l . . . a? 
s = 571 . . . qvlajaia~9-l . . . a? 
because an arbitrary permutation can be achieved by a finite number of this kind 
s - f = a? . . . 6yi-l[ai , ai] p-1 . . . apt 
where [a, , a,] is the commutator of ai and aj , now [ai , a,] = Dr + N for some 
operator D, and N E ~5%~. Hence 
s--S=ay . . . p-l&p1 . . . a? + a? . . . qv-ljj,rq-1 . . . a?. 
We now show that this is equal to 
o = Dlay ..a a~-1a~-1 a.. a? + lower-order terms 
zz cri + lower-order terms, 
where a, E 0 mod(J78$i-1D@-2) and the lower-order terms satisfy (4.2). 
We have [ai, &‘j = D, + N2 for some fi, and for some N, E&O. Hence 
s-j=ay . . . a~i-2jJlaia~-l . . . a? + a? . . . qv--2~,a~-~ . . . a? 
+ p . . . p-lNa:j-1 . . . a? + a? . . . ay2jj72a;rl . . . a?. 
These terms are of the same form as before except that in the first term D, has 
moved leftward and the second and fourth terms contain one less ai than s - s 
and so after a finite number of steps it is clear that 
s _ 3 = ij,p . . . q%-lay-1 . . . a;L”” + Np . . . ayi-fp-1 . . . ap 
+ B2aF 
. . . ayi--2ay-1 *** a? + lower-order terms 
= h,-, + h,-, + ... 
where h,-, is the first term and h,-, is the sum of the second and third terms and 
where 
All of this also holds for the lower-order terms. 
Renuwk. This lemma shows that condition (C) is invariant under an arbitrary 
permutation of the ai . 
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LEMMA 4.2. Suppose / A,(x, t, t) - h,(x, t, 01 3 E for some fixed E > 0 for 
1 5 / = 1. Let ai = D, - hi(x, t, DJ, i = 1,2. TAen,for any operator D, of order 1, 
we can find cl , c2 , N E L,O such that 
cl a, + c2 a, = D, + N. 
Proof. i& is an operator of the form 
D, = 4x, t, Dz) D, - b(x, t, D,), 
where a EL,O and b EL,~. 
Hence to find c, and cs we have to solve the following system of pseudo- 
differential equations (N will turn out to be some lower-order term which 
shows up when we solve the system): 
cl(Dt - Ux, t, D,> + dQ - Ux, t, D,)) = 4 - b. 
This implies that 
and 
4x, t, D,) + 4x, t, D,> = a(~, t, DA 
4x, t, Dz) Ux, t, D,) + dx, t, DA 4(x, t, Qv) = &x, t, D,). 
Using elliptic theory, we can solve this for cr and cs modulo lower-order terms 
which belong to &O, if the matrix 
( 
1 1 
ux, t, f) &(x, t, 5) 1 
is nonsingular for j f / = 1, i.e., I Mx, t, f) - Ux, t, f)l b E for I f I = 1. But 
this is our hypothesis. 
COROLLARY. Suppose 1 h,(x, t, f) - h,(x, t, [)I > E for some fixed E > 0 and 
I 5 j = 1. Let ai = D, - &(x, t, D,), i = 1, 2. Then 
[a, , a,] = aa, + ba, + N for some a, b, NE L,O. 
Proof. [a, , a,] = fi + N1 for some D, an operator of order 1 and NE L,O. 
By Lemma 4.2, fi = aa, + ba, + N, for some a, b, N, EL,‘). Hence 
[a, , 41 = 4 + ba, + N, 
where a, b, N = Nl + N, E Lzo. 
5 
In this section we will state the two lemmas basic to the proofs of the Carleman 
estimates found in Theorems 3 and 4. They are slight extensions of lemmas of 
Caideron [2] and may be found in Nirenberg [12]. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Suppose ai E (A) or a, E (B). Then for T and K-l sufi&ntly 
small, the following inequality holds 
for u E Co”(Q), Q’ = {(x, t): 0 < t < T) with C independent of K, T, and u. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose ai E(B), then for T and K-l su&iently small, the 
following inequality holds: 
(Ill Au Ill2 + Ill Dtu Ill”) < CV + KT2) Ill aiu l/l2 
for u E Com(Q’) where Sz’ = {(x, t): 0 < t < T) with C independent of K, T 
and u, and where A is the pseudodi@rential operator in the x variables with symbol 
(1 + I E 12Y2* 
Remark. Lemma 5.2 implies that 
,& III D”lu Ill2 G CU + KT2) III aiu Ill2 
for a, E (B). 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem 3, we have the following. 
Remark. Since Clal+-I (11 D% /II2 < C, CI,+,,-~ ((1 D% (\I2 for u(x, t) having 
support in / x / < r, for r sufficiently small and for some small C, , it suffices to 
prove in Theorem 3 that 
( K 1 c 1 + KT2 ,n,=,n--l III Dau Ill2 < C Ill Pu lli”~ 
As a first step toward proving Theorem 3 we will show that lower-order terms 
are irrelevant for the validity of (3.1). H ence it will suffices to prove Theorem 3 
in the case P = P, . 
LEMMA 6.1. Let R(x, t, D, , Dt) be an operator of order < m. If Theorem 3 
holds for operator P, it will still be true if P is replaced by P + R. 
Proof. Since III PZJ III2 < lll(P + 4 u /II2 + Ill Ru /II2 
Ill Pu /II2 < lll(P + R) u /II2 + Ill Ru Ill2 
< lll(P + R) u Ill2 + C 2 Ill D”u IN2 
I”lWm-1 
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then 
Since K/(1 + KT2) > C, for sufficiently small T and K-l, we can absorb into 
the left hand side the term C2ClulG,,-r ]jj D”u Ill2 to get 
( K 11 1 +KT2 [m~<m-1 III D”lu III2 G C IlIP + Ii> u ll12. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We proceed by induction on m. Suppose m = 1, then 
the theorem is true by Lemma 5.1. Suppose m = 2, we will show that 
(6.1) 
where Du = ClalX1 D%. By assumption, a,a, has characteristic roots of multi- 
plicity which is either 1 or 2. We first show (6.1) in the case where the multiplicity 
is 1. 
and 
by Lemma 5.1. 
K III a2u III2 G C, Ill 482~ Ill2 
K Ill 4~ III2 G C2 III 32%~ /II2 
(6.2) 
a,a, = a,& + M where M is an operator of order 1, and so 
K Ill 4~ /II2 < G Ill VP + Mu /II2 
G C2 Ill V2u Ill2 + C2 III Mu l/i2. 
~;‘-JJJ cm Ill2 < Cl/l 6~ Ill2 for Ci E&O. 
K Ill Q, + G%u Ill2 < KC[IIl 4u /II2 + Ill a,u Ill”1 
G c, III a,a,u 1112 + c, III MU III~ 
for any C, , C, E&O and for some constant C, > 0. By Lemma 4.2, there exist 
C, , C, , N EL,O such that C,a,u + C,a,u = & + Nu for any operator of 
order 1. Hence we have, since jjl Nu Ill2 < C, //I u /j12, 
K Ill Du l/l2 - C,K Ill u III2 < C IW + N) u Ill2 
G c2 111 a,a,u iv + c, III MU 1112 
G c, III a,a,u 1112 + c, III DU iv. 
Now, by another application of Lemma 5.1, for some C, > 0, 
GK2 III u Ill2 G K Ill as Ill2 < C Ill a,+ ll12. 
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Hence 
Kill Du Ill2 + (W2 - ‘3) III u Ill2 G C, 111 432~ //I2 + C, Ill Du 1112- 
For K sufficiently large, CsK2 - C&I > 0 and we have 
Kill Du /II2 G G Ill V2u l/i2 + C4 //I Du li12. 
If K > C, , we can absorb C, II/ Du /j/2 into the left-hand side to get 
K III Du II2 d C ill V2u /iI2 
and since (K/(1 + KT2)) < K, we have 
( 1 +KKT2) i!i Du 111~ < C iii Q2u /lip. 
Now suppose the multiplicity of ala2 is 2. This means that axa2 = Jr2 for some 
Jr E (B). Hence, if we apply Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 we get 
and so the theorem is proved for m = 2. 
Now assume that the theorem is true for m > 2. We will prove that it is then 
true for m + 1: i.e., suppose 
( 1 +KK,2) jlj Dm-lu /;I2 < C /'I 6, .a. a,u iv 
for a, ... am satisfying the conditions of the theorem, we will prove that 
1 +“,4 l/l D”u Iii2 < c Ii/ a~ - a,++ 1112 
if a, ... a,,,, satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
We have, by the induction hypothesis, 
( 1 +KKT2) III Dwk+,w G c iiica, . . . adawL+, 1 I 12. (6.3) 
Since m > 2, we have at least three ai in this composition, and since r < 1 and 
s < 2, at least one of the ai is different from a,,, . Call this operator aj. 
Then, also by the induction hypothesis, we have 
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Now 
ala2 ’ * ’ a j-la,1 -.. a,,a, = ala2 - a,,, + iw 
where M’ is an operator of order m. This means that 
( 1 +KKT2) 111 Dm-laju 1112 G cl III a, - a,+,u +M’U 1112 
G cl III a, ... am++ 1112 + c, //I M’u j/j2 F4) 
G cl III 4 *-. amflu //I2 + c2 Ill D”u 1112* 
Adding (6.3) and (6.4), we have 
Now 
1 +KKT2 (iii Dm-laVL+lu //I2 + 111 Dm-laju Iii”> 
G c III 4 ... a,,+,~ l/l2 + C Ill Dmu ll12. 
K III D”-lu l/l2 < C III ~i(D”-141112 (6.5) 
by Lemma 5.1. Let Dm-laj = aiDme + M, where M, is of order m - 1. Then 
K Ill D”-% Ill2 < C Ill Dmmlaju III2 + C III M2u l/l2 
d C Ill Dm-l$u Ill2 + C III Dm-lu Ill2 
with a different C, if necessary and as before we can absorb C //I Dm-1~ 1112 into 
the left-hand side. Hence, 
K/II D-h l/l2 < C 111 Dm-laju 1112. 
Now 
C 111 Dm-l+ \/I2 = C 111 $D”% + Miu Ill2 
> C 111 aiD”- l/i2 - C l/l D”-lu 1112. 
Combining this with (6.5) we have 
C2 111 Dm-lap Ill2 > C Ilj i$D”-4 l/j2 - C II/ D”‘-lu l/i2 + K II/ D”-lu lj/2 
> C 111 ajDm-lu j/i2 + (K - C) 111 P-k //I2 
and for K > C, we have 
c, 111 Dm-laju //I2 > Cl/l a,Dm-lU 1112. 
Thus 
) 111 D”-+J l/l2 + ( 1 +KKT2) (Ill %?L+lDm-lu Ill2 + III aP+ Ill”) 
< c 111 a, 1es a,+,u Ill2 + c Ill D”u lE2. 
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Since a, and a,,, are disjoint, then by Lemma 4.2, there exists C, , C, , NE L,O 
such that C,a,+, + Caa, = D + N, for any operator D of order 1. As before, 
this implies that 
)] 111 Dm-lu /iI2 + [ 1 +KKT2] Ill D”u lli2 
G c III a, - a,+,u III2 + c Ill Dmu 1112- 
Now since K/( 1 + KT2) > C for K-l and T sufficiently small we have 
1 +KKT2) iI/ DmU /iI2 < c /iI al “’ am+lU ill2 -t c /Ii DmU Iii2 
and again absorbing C 111 D% Ill2 into the left-hand side since K/(1 + KT2) > C 
for K-l and T sufficiently small, we have 
and so the theorem holds for all m. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Now we will proceed with the proof of Theorem 4. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let 
17, = fi aSi fi 27. 
i=l j=l 
After a permutation, if necessary, we can assume that the ri , si are nondecreasing. 
Now order the numbers ri , [(si + I)/21 in nondecreasing order; for instance, 
rl, p-p-], Y2 ,Y3, [qq,.... 
Let 
We utilize the following convention in this case: the last term in the product 
to contain any particular aj in it will have a gj instead of gj2 if sj is odd. 
Let q = max,,i{r, , [(Q + 1)/2]}. Note that 
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17,’ is a product of q operators, each of the form 17aJ7Sj2 and so 
17,’ = P,,P, *** Pm, where each Pm, is the leading part of lYlat178j2 of order 
m, with m, -/-'m2 + ‘.* + m,, = m. Note that each Pm. satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 3. Hence 
* 
( 1 +KKT2) III D”+u Ill’ < C Ill Lp IlIz. 
This implies that 
[ l +KKT2] Ill D”‘-‘Pm, -.- P,,,,‘L Ill2 < C Ill Pm, *.* P,Q ll12. 
We will now commute Dml-l with Pm,. 
D”l+P P % ma ... Pm, = Pm2Dm+Pma ..a Pm, + [Dml--l, Pm21 Pm, a’. Pm, 
where [Dml-l, f’,,,,] = Dml-l+ma--l = &1+%2--l for SOme operator &r+~d. 
Applying Theorem 3 again, we have 
( 1 +KKT2) III Dml+“‘-“%, .** %,u Ill2 
= 
( 
1 +KKT2) 111 Dms-lDml--lPmg **. P,,p /\I2 
< C Ill Pm2(D”+‘P,, ... P,,&l~2. 
This implies that 
( 1 +KKT2) Ill Dm1+mz-2%s ... Et, Ill2 
< c I/j P”‘-‘P,, ... P m,u - Bml+mz-2Pm, ... Pmy l/l2 
< c 111 P”‘-‘P,, ... Pmqu /II2 + C 111 Dm1+m2-2Pmg ..a P,,,,u Ill2 
for some other constant C. As before, we can absorb C 111 Dmr+m4P,s . . . pm,u /l/s 
into the left-hand side and we have 
( 1 +;T2) III Dm1+mz-2pms 1.. f’mp /)I2 < C //I D”‘-‘Pm, ... P+ jlj2. 
This implies that 
( 1 +;T2)2 /II Dm1+m2-2Pmg .*. Pmp //I2 
<‘c ( 1 _tKK772) //I D”-‘m, “’ p,+ /II2 (7.1) 
< c 111 pm1 ..* p,p IlIZ. 
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We keep going in this manner, peeling off the Pm, one by one until we exhaust 
them and get 
where each operator l%+mz+..+?nj--j nf,,, Pmi is of order m, + m2 + ... + 




17, = IL’ + h,-, + h,-, + ... 
, O<j<q--1 (7.3) 
by Lemma 4.1. (If j > Q, then h,, can be an arbitrary operator with measurable 
coefficients.) 
Consequently 
P = 17,’ + (C-1 + L-d + (C-2 + hm-2) + *-* 
and since the Phmj also satisfy (7.3) by the assumption of condition (C), we have 
P=IT,‘ig,-,+gm-2+ ... 
with g,-i satisfying (7.3). 
Hence D,’ = P - g,-, - g,-, - .... Inserting this into (7.2) we have 
g1 (1 +‘cKT2 )I 111 Dtjii %,u l/l2 G c Ill pu l/l2 + c c I/l&-P /l12. (7.4) 
i=j+1 .?=I 
We will now show that we actually have 
Then by (7.4) we would have 
since we can absorb &i C III g+iu II/a into the left-hand side since 
(K/(1 + K!‘a))j > C for any constant C if K-l and T are small enough. 
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To prove (7.5) it suffices to show that 
We shall prove (7.6), by a backward induction onj. 
First, the same argument used to prove (6.7) shows that 
<c [ 1 +E;KT2]7111 ~“7~;~ p,“p Ill2 for each 0 <I < q - 1. (7.7) 
For j = Q - 1, (7.7) becomes 
[ 
K Q 
1 + KT2 1 Ill D”-Q Ill2 <C t && [ 11 Dm-“+l)P~~u I/l2 
which is (7.6),-r . 
Now, suppose that (7.6)j is true, we will show that (7.6),, is also true; i.e., 
we will show that 
Equation (7.7) implies that 
c 
K 
1 + KT2 )j 111 Dtr fi Pm,u Ill2 < C [ i=7+1 1 +KKT2]i-1 (I/ D"7-1f/Tu 1112' 
(7.8) 
Now, it can be shown that we can rearrange the ai and ai in n:+r Pmi to get 
~8~-i1T@~-2i. I will prove this at the end. Then 
Ill Dt j IJa;4 n~y27 II! Ill 
n 
= Dtj n P,,u+Mu Ill 
2 
i=i+l 
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where M,u are the lower-order terms of the form (6.8) which arise from the 
rearrangement. Hence 
By the induction hypothesis, we have 
<C [ 
K J 
1+KT2 I Ill DtJ fi P,,,,u 11’; Y+l 
adding (7.9) and (7.10) we then have 
(7.10) 
<c K 1 +KT2 ]‘I11 Dt7 fi pmi” Ill2 + c [ 1 +%T2]’ Ii! MP 11i2. 
i=T+l 
Since Mju are of form (7.3) we can, as before, absorb C(K/(l + KT2))r//I M,u 1112 
in the left hand side. Thus we get 
Comparing this with (7.8) we see that 
which is what we set out to prove. 
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What remains to be proved is the assertion that we can rearrange the ai and 
8i in nz=,+1 Pmi to get GY;i-r Lr@-” (modulo lower-order terms). By defini- 
tion, 
= [n 8: fl at’] [n a1i-r n ,,+‘I (modulo lower-order terms). 
So it suffices to show that 
(modulo lower-order terms). (7.11) 
Then Il&+l Pm: = 17a~-i.Z@i-2r (modulo lower-order terms) with the con- 
vention that 
y - si = 0 if 2j >, si 
and 
f - ri Ee 0, if j > ri . 
But (7.12) is clearly true since P,,, is of the form I 
Pmi = 17ain& (modulo lower-order terms). 
In a future paper I will present sufficient conditions which will ensure unique- 
ness for the Cauchy problem for equations which have characteristics of variable 
multiplicity. The conditions presented include the conditions presented in this 
paper in the case where the equations turn out to have characteristics of constant 
multiplicity. Also, many of the techniques developed in these papers can be 
used, with the proper modifications, to apply to the question of well-posedness 
of the Cauchy problem. These will also be investigated in future papers. 
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